Congratulations on your nomination!

Dear Richard,

You were recently nominated as a biographical candidate to be featured in the 2020 *Who's Who in America- the best-known, most trusted biographical resource on America's most accomplished individuals since 1898.*

To help the Marquis Who's Who editors compile the most accurate biographical reference resource possible, we ask that you complete the biographical data form within 5 days of receipt.

For expedited editorial review, you may submit your biographical information online:
The information you provide will be reviewed based on the selection standards that Marquis Who’s Who has developed over 120 years of biographical publishing. If your data passes our initial screening, you will be listed online among thousands of the most accomplished individuals in America.

Inclusion in a Marquis Who’s Who publication is considered by many to be a hallmark of achievement. I congratulate you on the accomplishments that have brought your name to the attention of our selection committee and look forward to receiving your submission.

Sincerely,

John Sartoris

Editor-in-Chief, Marquis Who’s Who

P.S. Inclusion of your biography in Who’s Who in America carries neither cost nor obligation to you of any kind.